Old Norse literature offers a rich variety of interesting examples when it comes to clothes and costumes. As with medieval literature in general, it is not uncommon that descriptions of dress or outward appearance can give an insight into the character of the wearer, together with his status in society. This article will focus on costumes worn by medieval trolls, as described in the fornaldarsögur. These are usually very simple, probably as simple as they come, and not much of a contribution to the history of clothes and costumes in Scandinavia when it comes to design, textiles, and handiwork. On the other hand, they can tell us something about the Icelandic medieval community and people's ideas about remote and unknown nations, specifically as regards notions about civilization and the superiority of certain communities. Accordingly, the article will focus on the symbolic nature of the clothes by taking a closer look at the trolls themselves, their community and social status as described in the literature. Last, but not least, it will look for a further meaning behind the literary texts from the perspective of medieval ideology, as represented in the symbolism of literature and the visual arts.
The Icelandic manuscript De la Gardie 11, which was written at the beginning of the 14th century and is now preserved in the University Library in Uppsala, contains some rather curious marginal drawings. Most of them show well-dressed figures in various dancing postures; overall, they appear to be of slightly more recent date than the original manuscript. In a recent study I examined the costumes of the figures, and other characteristics of the drawings and came to the conclusion that the marginalia were most probably added afterwards, i. e. later in the 14th century or, even more probably, in the 15th century (Aðalheiður Guðmunds-dóttir 2012, 330) . Still, these highly interesting images qualify as the oldest Nordic depictions of popular folk dancing or festivity games where the figures are shown individually or in a pair. These dancing figures will play an incidental part in the peoples, to seek better hunting and fishing grounds, or in some cases simply to plunder, or even to bully the inhabitants, who are sometimes referred to as tröll (trolls), but sometimes also as flögð (sing. flagð), risar (sing. risi: a giant), or jötnar (sing. jötunn).
The terms themselves, and some other terms less frequently found, are used in various contexts and may have had different aspects of meaning in different ages, texts, etc. For example the word tröll, being the most prominent of these, at least within the fornaldarsögur, is not confined to the rather 'monstrous' inhabitants of the far North, and may have had different meaning within different genres, texts and contexts, even though it is, in most cases, used for supernatural and harmful beings with magic skills (see, e. g., Ármann Jakobsson 2006, 102-103; Ármann Jakobsson 2008, 44-55; Ármann Jakobsson 2009, 182; Schulz 2004, 39) . Some scholars have tried to simplify their characteristics; for example John Lindow believes that " […] the trio of size, strength and magic serves to make a troll" (Lindow 2014, 33) . However, the most important thing when dealing with the trolls, like other supernatural beings of Old Norse literature, is to recognize that the term is not clear-cut but covers beings with different characteristics, though most belong outside the 'human' community; indeed all, except for berserkers, witches or other human individuals with magic skills. These may belong to the civilized community, while being referred to as tröll. From this, we might deduce that the Old Norse trolls are first and foremost large/broad and ugly earthbound creatures of low status, generally ignorant, and yet might possess some magical abilities and/or supernatural wisdom.
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Trolls in the fornaldarsögur
In the Icelandic fornaldarsögur, the community of the trolls is usually seen as a closed entity. It lies in the North and Northeast of the Scandinavian peninsula, which is sparsely populated, with troll couples or small troll family units living together in caves or shacks/tents (gammar). The trolls are sometimes depicted as 4 The classification is, and can only be, superficial; no distinction is made between risar, jötnar and þursar, and they are all labeled as 'giants'. While there is perhaps a reason to include the tröll in the same category, they sometimes have, e. g. in the fornaldarsögur, different characteristics which themselves vary from one text to another (see Ármann Jakobsson 2009, 185-186, 188, 196) . On trolls in mythology, and the development of the concept, see Arnold 2005, 116-124 and 143-155. 5 On the appearance of trolls in saga literature, see Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir 2013, 62-65; Hermann Pálsson 1997, 23-27. sitting in their caves by the fire, eating and communicating in a brutish manner. They are always seen as a threat to the Nordic heroes, who seem to be free to attack them at will, almost as if they are supposed to fight them and kill as many of them as they can. This particular narrative motif, where male heroes fight trolls in the far north (H945.2 in Boberg 1966, 155) , belongs to a more general theme in folklore and literature, where heroes test their bravery by fighting against the world of chaos and/or supernatural enemies, who may be a threat to their own ego, their male authority or to the human community they belong to (Aðalheiður Guðmundsdóttir 2014, 21-26; Helga Kress 1993, 119-127) . Stories of such encounters go as far back as to Norse mythology, where the jötnar -the creatures of Jötun-heimar -were seen as a danger to the world of the Gods, and the prevalent order of their community. With the intention of keeping these threatening enemies away, it was Thor's role to fight them and keep them at a good distance from Ásgarðr, the home of the AEsir.
Interestingly, troll-women, or giantesses, are more explicitly described in the fornaldarsögur than the male trolls, and there are numerous examples of an encounter between a male protagonist and a female troll. These are most often referred to as tröllkonur (sing. tröllkona), flagðkonur (sing. flagðkona), skessur (sing. skessa) or gýgjar (sing. gýgur).
6 Let us take a look at some examples, where trolls, and in most cases troll-women, are introduced: 1. In Illuga saga Gríðarfóstra, we are told of the first meeting between Illugi, the male hero, and Gríður, the tröllkona:
[…] en honum þótti sem hríð eða hregg staeði úr nösum hennar; horinn hèkk ofan fyrir munninn, hún hafði skegg, ok sköllótt um höfuðit [var. með skríngiligum búnaði], hendr hennar voru sem arnarklaer, en ermar báðar brendar, en sá stakkr, er hún var í, tók henni eigi lengra enn á lendar á bakit, en allt á taer í fyrir; augu hennar voru graen, en ennit bratt [var. helblátt] , eyrun fèllu víða [var. um vángana] ; engin mátti hana kalla fríða. (Rafn 1829-30, III 653) It seemed to him as if hail or sleet blew out of her nostrils. Snot hung down over her mouth. She had a bushy beard and a bald head with a bizarre headdress. Her hands were liked [sic!] eagle's talons and both [her sleeves were] burnt, and the smock which she was wearing did not reach down further than her buttocks at the back, but all the way down to her toes in front. Her eyes were green, and her forehead corpse-blue. Her ears dangled down over her cheeks. Who would call her pretty?
[…] þar sá hann brenna bjartan eld, ok sátu 2 tröll við eldin; þat var karl ok kellíng; þau spyrndust í iljar; þau voru í stuttum ok skörpum skinnstökkum baeði; gjörla sá hann, hversu þau voru í sköpun baeði í millum fótanna […] (Rafn 1829-30, II 147) There he saw a bright fire burning, and two trolls were sitting by the fire, a male and a female. They were lying on their backs with their feet pressed together. They were both wearing short, shriveled leather tunics. He could clearly see what they carried between their legs.
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[…] sá hann, hvar kona gekk, ef svâ skyldi kalla; hún var eigi haerri en sjövetra gamlar stúlkur, en svâ digr, at Grímr hugði, at hann mundi eigi geta feðmt um hana; hún var lángleit og harðleit, bjúgnefjuð og baröxluð, svartleit og svipilkinnuð, fúlleit ok framsnoðin; svört var hún baeði á hár ok á hörund, hún var í skörpum skinnstakki, hann tók eigi lengra enn á þjóhnappa henni á bakit; harðla ókyssilig þótti honum hún vera, þvíat horðigullinn hèkk ofan fyrir hvöptana á henni. (Rafn 1829-30, II 149) […] he saw a woman walking, if you could call her that. She was no taller than a sevenyear-old girl, but so fat that Grim thought that he wouldn't be able to reach around her. She was long-faced and grim-faced, bent-beaked and bare-shouldered, sooty-faced and scrawny-cheeked, foul-faced and forehead-bald. Both her hair and her skin were swarthy. She wore a short skin tunic. It hung down in the back no farther than her buttocks. She looked quite unkissable, because snot was hanging down in front of her maw. 3. In Þorsteins saga Víkingssonar, we are told of Þorsteinn's encounter with Skellinefja, a benevolent troll-woman, or a big kerling (an old woman/hag):
[…] í því sá hann, hvar kerlíng ein stór óð út at honum, ok var í skorpnum skinnstakki, (hann var) síðr í fyrir, en stuttr á bak; hún var stórskorin mjög ok heldr grepplig í ásjónu […] (Rafn 1829-30, II 435) At this moment he saw an old woman, of very great stature, wading from the shore out toward him. She wore a shriveled skin-cloak, which fell to her feet in front, but was very short behind, and her face was very large and like that of a monster.
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[…] ok tók hann upp í skinnstakk sinn, ok hljóp upp hamrana, sem hún vaeri laus, þartil er hellir stór varð fyrir þeim […] (Rafn 1829-30, II 438) And having taken him up in her skin-gown, she leaped, as if quite unencumbered, up over the crags and proceeded until a large cave was before them. 4. In Sturlaugs saga starfsama, we are told of three tröllkonur, where the male heroes seem to be puzzled by their gender, and ask if they are male or female. In this example, Sturlaugr meets one of them, Hornnefja:
ann. hon ber rostunga tva á baki enn bjǫrn dauðann í fyrir oc þrammaði þúgliga. Sturlaugr spurði hver þessi vaeri hin lióta oc leiðinliga er þar gengi. (Zitzelsberger 1969, 367) […] he saw a giantess coming towards him. She wore a shriveled skin garment with a skin bag on her head. Her hair was like eagle's feathers, reaching far down her shoulders. He thought her face resembled more that of a wild wolf than a human. This giantess held in her hand a large pole; in her other hand a halberd which looked very sharp. Treading heavily, she carried two walruses on her back and a dead bear in front of her. Sturlaugr asked who this ugly and loathsome creature was who was walking there.
12 5. In Egils saga einhenda ok Ásmundar berserkjabana, the two protagonists, Egill and Ásmundr, meet Skinnefja, a female kvikindi (creature); Skinnefja is reluctant to accept a gold ring from Ásmundr, who conveys his willingness to accept a sexual favour from her. Later on, Egill travels alone, and sees a jötunn and a flagðkona:
Þeir sáu kvikindi uppi í hömrunum, þat var meira á þverveginn enn haeðina; þat var svâ hvelt sem bjalla, ok spurði, hverir svâ djarfir vaeri, at stela vildu hafri drottningarinnar. Ásmundr maelti: hver ertu hin fagra ok hin bólfimliga […] Eigi þori ek at þiggja, sagði hún, at þèr, því ek veit, at móðir mín segði, at þat sè hvílutollr minn. Eigi er ek vanr at taka aptr þat, sem ek gef, sagði Ásmundr, en þiggja munu við, at þú umgángir okkr greiða (Rafn 1829-30, III 372 […] he saw a troll-woman on the headland, in a bare skin tunic. She had just come out of the sea and was as dark as pitch.
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7. In Örvar-Odds saga, Oddr and his companions meet a female kvikindi. Later on they see some jötnar/tröll sitting in a cave:
[…] kona veðr innan af meginlandi ok út til eyjarinnar. Hún var í skinnkyrtli ok mikil vexti ok illilig, svâ at þeir þóttust ekki kvikendi slíkt sèt hafa. (Rafn 1829-30, II 182) […] a woman wading across the sound from the mainland and over to the island, wearing a leather tunic. She was so big and evil looking, they thought they'd never seen a creature like her.
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Þeir gánga á land upp, ok koma at helli einum, ok brann þar eldr. Þeir nema þar staðar, ok sjá at tröllum er skipat á báða bekki. Þar sat dólgr í hásaeti; sá var baeði mikill ok illiligr; hann hafði hár mikit ok svart sem tálknfánir, hann var nefljótr ok eygðr illa. Kona sat hit naersta honum; frá báðum er sagt um yfirlit, er frá öðru er. (Rafn 1829-30, II 184) They went ashore and walked until they came to a cave with a fire burning inside. They took up position there and saw giants seated on the benches along both sides, and on the high-seat a fiendish looking character, huge and ugly. He had a thick head of hair, black as a whale's gill-combs, a running nose and nasty-looking eyes. His wife sat next to him, and to describe one is to describe them both.
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8. In Hálfdanar saga Brönufóstra, we are introduced to three flagðkonur -sisters -and then told how one of them is pushed off from a cliff:
[…] þvínaest sjá þeir þrjár flagðkonur, ok var sú í rauðum kyrtli, er fyrst gekk, þat sá Hálfdán, at hún var með mennsku móti, en eigi hinar […] Hálfdán ferr þángat, er þau Sigurðr ok Mána glímdu, hann hrindir henni fyrir björg ofan heldr hraparliga, ok svâ gjörir hann við Moldu, ok sá heiðarliga í gafhlaðit á henni. (Rafn 1829-30, III 572-573) […] Then they saw troll-women, and the one who was walking in front was wearing a red tunic […] Halfdan went to where Sigurd and Mana were wrestling. He pushed her headfirst over the cliff, and did the same to Molda, and got a good look right up her behind.
[…] þikki mèr þú efniligr maðr, en mèr vaeri forvitni á, at prófa úngan mann, ok missa minn meydóm, ok láta handtèra mik um mittit. (Rafn 1829-30, III 481) You look a promising man to me. I'd be interested to try out a young man and lose my virginty, and have my belly-skin stretched [-because it may well be that the grey beast I have between my legs is starting to yawn now and wants to be fondled].
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Hjálmtèr sá á sjóinn, ok sá níu tröllkonur, svâ stórar ok illúðligar at aungvar þóttist hann sèð hafa þeim líkar; þaer höfðu rifit í sundr öll skipin, en drepit alla mennina ok borit góts allt á land, ok voru eigi litlar í starfinu […] Margerðr […] hafði krippu stóra, ok bar hana haerra enn höfuðit. Hún hafði eitt auga, ok stóð þat í miðju enni, ok var kella ekki frýnilig yfirlits; hún gekk fyrir þeim systrum, hún hafði nef ok klaer af járni, ok tvaer tennr álnar lángar, ok stóðu fram úr kjapti hennar, en vörin hin neðri tók niðr á brínguna. Þat sá Hjálmtèr, at hún mundi mega gefa gildan koss, ef hún kynni svâ fyrir sik at koma vörinni, sem hún var stór til. Þaer voru stutt klaeddar, píkurnar, ok göptu kjöptunum, en skóku höfuðin. (Rafn 1829-30, III 482-483) Hjamther now looked out to sea and saw nine troll-women so huge and evil-looking that he thought he'd never seen anything like them. They had torn apart all the ships, killed the men and carried all the goods ashore, and they had spared no efforts […] SeaGiant […] had a great humped back, and she carried it higher than her head. She had one eye, and that was in the middle of her forehead. She was not a nice-looking lady. She was walking in front of her sisters. She had a nose and claws of iron; two overgrown teeth stuck out from her chops, and her bottom lip hung down to her chest. Hjalmther realized she would be able to give a powerful kiss if her ability to manoeuvre her lip matched its size. The girls were scantily clad, their jaws gaped, and they wagged their heads.
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11. Finally, in Norna-Gests þáttr, mention is made of a gýgr that the heroine Brynhildr Buðladóttir, better known from the heroic poems of The Poetic Edda and Völsunga saga, met on her way to Hel:
[…] var farit með hana naer hömrum nokkurum; þar bjó ein gýgr; hún var úti fyrir hellis dyrum, ok var í skinnkirtli, ok svört yfirlits; (Rafn 1829-30, I 333) […] she was taken near some cliffs. There a giantess dwelled. She was out before the doors of her cave and was in a [leather kirtle and her appearance was black].
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Evidently, the above examples contain certain common characteristics, and most of the trolls are seen as threatening, and even dangerous, though some of themand the troll women specifically -may prove to be helpful later on. 24 The trolls are 24 Some of them are not only helpful, but act like foster-mothers to the heroes, see Gallo 2006, 3-12; Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir 2013, 73-76 . These are usually the wise ones, some of whom may even speak in poetry (Straubhaar 2011, 101-112) .
described as ugly, and even monstrous, with noticeable animalistic features. They are also seen as comic, and some of them seem to snivel, with mucus hanging from their nose, an attribute most probably reflecting the cold climate in the far north. Most of them are clad in skin tunics/cloaks that are, in the case of the women, specifically, long in front and short at the back; in fact, indecently short according to some of the descriptions, as seen in this table:
Saga Big/broad Ugly face Skin tunic Indecent Illuga saga Gríðarfóstra
Otherwise, the costumes appear to be simplistic and shapeless; they are basically described as being skorpinn skinnstakkur, a shrivelled skin tunic. Obviously, the skinnstakkur is supposed to represent the primitive and even barbaric nature of the peoples living in the north and northeast of Scandinavia. But even if they are rather standardised here, in accordance with the style of the fornaldarsögur, these ideas conform to that of other genres of Old Norse literature, where the inhabitants of these areas are known for their fur goods and skin tents. Some scholars have even suggested that the name Lappi (pl. Lappar, cf. Note 2) means 'a skin patch', referring to the clothing of the Sami (Hermann Pálsson 1997, 15 and 23; Zachrisson 2014, 245) . In a similar vein, people with magic skills are often described wearing fur coats in addition to other kinds of clothing (Sauckel 2014, 91-92) . The general idea as represented in the fornaldarsögur is therefore not so far-fetched; it is rather the actual descriptions of the skin tunics that are of interest here, in relation to the grotesque appearance, the monstrosity, of the trolls who wear them. Given that Old Norse literature is generally rich in imagery and symbolism, we might want to use these simplistic descriptions to arrive at a deeper meaning behind the texts. First, let us take a look at some previous interpretations that are basically of two different, yet related, kinds. a) Some of the trolls' main features are also characteristic for the Sami people (Finnar), according to Old Norse sources in general. As various scholars have pointed out, they are sometimes described as being broad-faced and ignorant, and are generally believed to be skilled in magical arts (Hermann Pálsson 1997, 23-27; Sverrir Jakobsson 2005, 247, 249-250, 255-256) . It therefore comes as no surprise that they are sometimes referred to as tröll, as indeed are other people with magic skills, as already discussed. Consequently, some scholars believe that by equating the trolls and the inhabitants of the North and Northeast of Scandinavia, the sagas contain an emphasis on their savageness and that this represents a racebased ideology, with notions of the superiority of the Nordic and more civilized inhabitants of the Scandinavian peninsula; the kings, the chieftains and the farmers that the fornaldarsögur usually deal with. 25 As an example, we could mention Ketils saga haengs, which presents a tragic love story between Ketill, a hero from a certain farm in Norway, and Hrafnhildr, the daughter of a giant, from Finnmark. When Ketill falls in love with Hrafnhildr, and wants to bring her home to his family in the more southerly parts of Norway, the saga author makes it very explicit that the relationship between the two is not acceptable, and that young men should, above anything, not seek for a wife outside the civilized community. When Hrafnhildr arrives at Ketill's farm, his father says: "[…] því býðr þú trölli þessu hèr at vera? ok var hann mjök bistr ok styggr við hennar kvomu" ('Why are you inviting this troll to stay here? He was quite exasperated and peevish at her coming') (Rafn 1829-30, II 123; Waggoner 2012, 14) . The match between the two lovers is not only seen as a threat within the Norse community, but also to the local inhabitants of Finnmark, as is evident when Brúni, Hrafnhildr's father, tries to hide the couple from his neighbours. 26 This negative view, as represented in the fornaldarsögur,
is not typical of all Old Norse sources (Mundal 2000, 349-352; Sverrir Jakobsson 2005, 252) , and it is necessary to keep in mind the formulaic nature of the given category. It is highly probable that the audiences was aware of such generic differences, and that the nature of the 'trolls' as depicted in the fornaldarsögur, was just as it was supposed and expected to be within this particular genre. There are, however, examples in Norwegian law from medieval times, forbidding Nordic people to communicate with the Sami (Mundal 2000, 347) , and in Southern Norway, specifically, the Sami people of the North were counted as troll. In Norwegian 25 For a general discussion, see Mundal 2000 , 346-365. Cf. Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir 2013 Gallo 2006, 8-9; Arngrímur Vídalín 2013, 202; Lavender 2014, 155 . The saga heroes meet the skin-clad 'trolls' in the North and Northeast of Scandinavia; the Sami people lived in these areas, as well as other parts of Scandinavia (Zachrisson 2014, 244) . In his Historia de Gentibus Septentrionalibus, written in 1555, the archbishop Olaus Magnus described the inhabitans of northern Scandinavia, and emphasised their magic skills and evil nature (Johannsen 2010, 237-238) .
26 See Rafn 1829-30, II 117-118; cf. Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir 2013, 69-70, 77; Gallo 2006, 8-9. legends collected in the 19th and early 20th century, the word troll "is used to describe everything beyond human control and everything opposed to humanity. It is a label put on the dark side of the wilderness" (Johannsen 2010, 239) . The examples above indicate that the supernatural beings of the far North, the 'trolls', represent the 'ethnic Other', and the encounters between the trolls and the Nordic heroes emphasize the meeting of culture and non-culture (Sverrir Jakobsson 2005, 250 ). An exaggeration of ethnic and cultural differences, and the projection of marginalized social groups into monsters, is far from being restricted to the fornaldarsögur, and is common in European art and literature, and what is interesting, is that the monsters pose a challenge to the norms regarding marriage/liasons outside one's own social group (Cohen 1996, 7-8, 10-11, 15) . Some further roles of the trolls within these sagas are to raise fear and scepticism towards the unknown and to arouse a feeling of superiority among the audience (cf. Cohen 1996, 4; Cardew 2001, 146-58; Lavender 2014, 155) .
b) Other scholars have focused on the appearance and the behaviour of the trolls, and of the troll-women in particular, and noted that they are usually described in more detail than the males. In general terms it has been pointed out that medieval authors and recorders of history were mainly men, and that it is (therefore) not unusual that monstrous attributes were given to women in their writings (Cohen 1996, 15) , i. e. rather to women than to men. Regarding the fornaldarsögur in particular it is also important to bear in mind that the saga heroes are (usually young) men, and the perspective, hence, is masculine. With this in mind, we notice that the grotesque sexuality of the troll-women is usually very explicit (Helga Kress 1993, 119, 122-123) , and even if they may look funny in the eyes of the young male heroes, they are also depicted as frightening -if not repulsive. In addition, the troll-women are generally represented as being amorous or even sexually aggressive towards the heroes. This is for example the case in Gríms saga loðinkinna, where the aforementioned Geirríðr Gandvíkrekkja constrains the hero first to kiss her and then to lie with her (Rafn 1829-30, II 150-151) .
Reading this symbolically, the grotesque image of the troll-women may simply represent exaggerated images of women, showing the fear of young male heroes of women as sexual beings, or of their quintessential feminine qualities (Helga Kress 1993, 119; Bagerius 2009, 146; Ármann Jakobsson 2009, 187) . The saga then deals with the reactions of the hero who must overcome his fear. In this sense, the troll-women, being located so far away, play a part in the heroic journey itself; in the process of the young hero becoming a man. In some of the sagas, this is indicated by the fact that when the hero has overcome his fear, for example by kissing the 'loathly lady', she takes on the form of an ordinary woman, or even a princess, who was -after all -a victim of spells who had been turned into a troll (D47.3, D732 in Boberg 1966 , 54, 60, cf. Helga Kress 1993 Lavender 2014, 162) ; by the actions of the male hero, the woman thus goes through a certain 'de-trollification', and is brought back to the civilized community.
As has been pointed out, the stories of amorous troll-women may also reveal male fantasies about casual sex (e. g. Schulz 2004, 184-203) , i. e. about sexual behaviour that was not accepted in the saga heroes' own community (Cohen 1996, 14; Bagerius 2009, 86) . The grotesque appearance of the troll-women has further been interpreted as showing misogynistic attitudes, for example if we see them as representing women who step outside of their accepted role or behavioural pattern; in such cases, women are severely punished or even killed. In this respect, the sagas show a revolt against social norms, where the expression of women's sexual desire is subdued (Lavender 2014, 175) . What such attitudes could tell us about the 14th century community in Iceland, is that women should "[…] keep within the hegemonic female sexuality" (Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir 2013, 69, 59-77; cf. Arnold 2005, 116-124; Helga Kress 1993, 119-128; Bagerius 2009, 145) . The sagas themselves have numerous examples to support such interpretations, but it is important to remember that while the authors focus more on the female appearance than that of the males, they do in certain cases describe the grotesque appearance of male trolls (e. g. Straubhaar 2001, 118) . This might indicate that the overall perspective is just as much on the social level, where all trolls, male and female, are seen as repulsive. They are, in short, of low social standing, primitive and ugly -in fact, everything that 'normal' people do not want to be themselves. Their monstrous nature is thus defined by the civilized society's norms about human nature.
Both of the above interpretations are logical, and just as with contemporary scholars and readers, there is no need to assume that the medieval authors and audiences all understood the sagas in the same way. In general, then, previous scholars have focused on two different things; the trolls as representatives of different races (an ethnic Other group), and troll-women as vehicles for the expression of male attitudes towards women. The latter emphasizes the grotesque and sexual appearance of the troll women, and we notice that even if it is not advisable for young male heroes to seek for a wife among the trolls, they are allowed to seek for sexual favours from these inferior female creatures while on their heroic journeys; this is even advisable and seen as one factor in the process of becoming a man. Ultimately, the two approaches seem to meet in the fact that Sami women were more active outdoors than other Scandinavian women, which "[…] may have given rise to the opinion among the Nordic people that Sami women often behaved as if they were men" (Mundal 2000, 353) . 27 Also, there are indications that it was customary for Sami men to offer sexual relations with their wives to Scandinavian distinguished guests (Mundal 2000, 353-554) , a practise that may explain the misogynistic attitude, found in the standardised treatment of the narrative motif in the fornaldarsögur. 28 Yet, another Sami custom, found in the Lapland area and other Scandinavian provinces, that may have influenced the imagination of Nordic authors and story-tellers, is that nakedness was believed to bring delivery from fear, and the female genitalia in particular had protective qualities. If women needed to escape from being attacked by a bear, they were advised to show the animal their female parts, which would consequently frighten it off (Motz 1993, 22-23; Davidson 1978, 146) . From a literary perspective, the encounter between a male hero and a trollwoman gives the author an opportunity to touch upon erotic matters that would probably have been considered inappropriate in other circumstances, or in episodes of the saga that are differently located. In this imaginary world, where troll-women are considered to be wanton or promiscuous, they are morally placed 'outside the box', compared to ordinary, human women, as described in the literature. In this way, trolls are the antithesis of what we believe to be normal, both in appearance and behaviour. Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir, who included some of the aforementioned episodes in her study of women in Old Norse literature, believes that they exhibit the reluctance of society "[…] to consider alternative evaluations of race, sexuality, gender, and everything non-normative" (2013, 73) . As is shown in the diagram above, the trolls, who represent exaggerated and immoderate human characteristics and behaviour by being large/broad, ugly and ignorant, are accordingly isolated away from the civilized community, as defined by Nordic people. They have been positioned in the social hierarchy as being of inferior status.
The Skin Tunic
In previous interpretations, the shrivelled skin tunic is taken as belonging to the grotesque appearance of the trolls, representing their savageness, uncivilised 27 This is, in fact, reminiscent of medieval topographies, describing mythical countries or islands inhabited by women only. In Hauksbók from the early 14th century, we are told of a certain "Quenn land" (Land of Women), where women fight among themselves, like men elsewhere; they are neither physically weaker nor less courageous than men (Hauksbók 1892-96, 166) . 28 This is also believed to have been a tradition among Eskimos (Inuit) (Kjellström, sexual urges and behaviour, and their inferiority, as indicated by the humorous nature of the descriptions and the derogatory comments from some of the saga heroes. Let us therefore focus more on the clothing than the overall appearance and behaviour. The outfit is usually described with words such as: skinnstakkur, skinnkyrtill or skinnbjálfi, with a very similar meaning; a fur tunic/coat, a fur cloak or simply a skin, pelt, fur or leather garment, of unspecified animal origin. Nothing else matters, and there is not much in the descriptions that reminds us of the clothing of ordinary and the more civilised men and women of the sagas, such as headdresses, necklaces or arm rings. The only accessories are occasional skin caps (cf. "belg á hǫfði" in Sturlaugs saga starfsama), or some odd headdress (cf. "með skríngiligum búnaði" in Illuga saga Gríðarfóstra). Therefore, by wearing nothing but animal skin, the inhabitants of the Northern realms are de-humanised, and represented as belonging somewhere between men and animals. Not only are they seen as barbaric and being more bound to nature than the civilized heroes, but also generally less intelligent; they are therefore basically inferior to them in every respect; they are inferior outsiders, and the representatives of primitivism.
In some cases, the skin cloak is described as being short, or more usually, long in the front and short at the back, in some cases showing the indecent nakedness of the trolls. Because of the scanty descriptions, we are not given the opportunity to speculate as to the utility value of such a design, except in one case, where we are told that the troll woman, Skellinefja, took the injured protagonist up in her cloak, and carried him away (Rafn 1829-30, II 438) ; this might indicate that the outfit might indeed have been practical for carrying small objects, as if it were some sort of an apron. But there is obviously something more to it, and while possibly being practical when carrying a catch or other things, we cannot escape the sexual connotations of this peculiar outfit. In his study of one of the aforementioned sagas, Illuga saga Gríðarfóstra, Philip Lavender concludes, that: "[i] nappropriate clothing implies an inappropriate body, gender deviancy, sinful behaviour, sexual indecency, and low class" (2015, 155; cf. Arngrímur Vídalín 2013, 201-2) .
Examining Old Norse literature, we notice that Nordic women are covered, and it was considered inappropriate to show bare flesh (Jochens 1991, 256) . This is in accordance with moral principles in other European communities in medieval times. In fact, an Old Norse translation from French literature, the 13th-century Möttuls saga (translated from Lai du cort mantel or Le mantel mautaillié) deals with this notion specifically, and tells of a magic mantle or a cloak that exposes adulterous women. When six maids in waiting put the cloak on, it changes shape and becomes variously shorter in front or at the back, or else holes appear in it, showing different parts of their bodies. The cloak thus reveals the promiscuity of the ladies, much to the disappointment of their fiancés. That the translation enjoyed popularity in Iceland is evident from two Icelandic literary works, the 14th-century Samsons saga fagra, an original Icelandic romance, making use of the same sort of cloak in one of its episodes (Samsons saga fagra 1953, 44-45), and Skikkjurímur, a 15th-century rímur-retelling of Möttuls saga. In Skikkjurímur, the number of the ladies have grown into twelve, and the behaviour of the cloak is accordingly more variable. The description is of a grotesque and even carnivalesque nature, and when the maids don the cloak, the audience, at King Arthur's court, laugh. In two cases, the cloak becomes shorter at the back, while staying long(er) in the front (Finnur Jónsson 1905-22, 347-348): Fór hún í sem fljótast má, í fyrir tók jǫrð á menja Ná, en svá var hún á bakit ber, beltit hennar gjǫrvalt sér.
She put it on as quickly as she could; / on her it reached the ground in front, / but in the back she was so bare / that her whole belt could be seen.
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The intriguing connection between these sagas and the above-mentioned troll tales is that in both, a strange-shaped and indecently short cloak/tunic reveals women as sexually demanding, and therefore they are either seen as adulterous or sluttish. Neither tendency was accepted in a civilized community, and the women, from Möttuls saga and Skikkjurímur, as well as from the fornaldarsögur, apparently deserve to be the object of scorn. While Möttuls saga might be the source of influence here, as it is of an earlier date than the fornaldarsögur dealt with above, at least in their written form, it is impossible to say whether there is a direct connection between the texts, as the narrative motif may have had other, more general, currency. Besides, we might call to mind, that the descriptions in the fornaldarsögur are not confined to women only, and stories about skin-clad male trolls lived on in oral tradition, and were recorded in later folklore.
30 Consequently, it might be worth asking why such characters are so prominent in the fornaldarsögur, and if they have any particular role in creating the world view of the sagas. If so, what meaning does this have -and is that meaning confined to this particular category of saga literature, or does it belong to medieval ideology in a wider sense?
Trolls as marginal figures
The portrayals of the trolls with their garments so inappropriately short at the back, calls for attention today, as it probably did in late medieval times. When examining the semiotics of the descriptions, it is tempting to compare the skinwearing trolls to medieval imagery, for examples to gargoyles that can be found on some medieval buildings, just like the 'defecating' gargoyles on the cathedral of Saint-Lazare, Autun, or the gutter on Freiburg Cathedral, where we have sculptured human figures, emphasizing their behind (Lindahl/McNamara/Lindow 2000, 480; Benton 2000, 150-151 Cohen 1996, 17-18 . On the entertaining role of gargoyles, see Benton 2000, 150-151, 160 . 32 Sheela-na-gig figures, which are frequently found on churches, mainly in Ireland, present the naked female body in a grotesque manner; some examples have also been found in Britain and churches, as for example in Hattula church in Finland, where we find two men with bare bottoms (Roos 2006, 358-359) . 33 Further visual motifs of similar kind are to be found in illuminations, and sometimes the marginalia, in medieval manuscripts. Examples include the male figures depicted in the British Rutland Psalter from c. 1260 (Camille 1992, 43-45) , and the Belgian manuscript G.24, fol. from c. 1350, now in Morgan Library, New York, both emphasizing the naked human body, and especially the bottom. 34 A comparable image can be found in the Icelandic law book manuscript GKS 3274 a 4to from c. 1600, now in the Árni Magnússon Institute, Reykjavík, 35 and an interesting depiction of a naked man is in Flateyjarbók, from the late 14th century (see fig. 3 ).
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The art historian Björn Th. Björnsson has observed that grotesque features, together with monsters of various kinds, become common in Icelandic manuscript illuminations in late medieval times (Björn Th. Björnsson 1982, 36) . This is, in fact, analogous to European art in a broader context, where images depicting various figures of low social status, including peasants, actors and fools, seem to have been particularly popular in late medieval times. However, this is not to say that northern France. Their role has been interpreted in different ways (Power 2012, 335-341) , such as protecting people against evil spirits, in a similar manner to the Sami custom described above, where women were protected by their genitalia. Comparable figures of self-exposing women can also be found in earlier art, e. g. on a picture stone from Gotland (Motz 1993, 18-19, 22-30; cf. Davidson 1978, 146) . 33 Some further examples are from Undløse kirke and Nørre Saltum kirke, Denmark, and Vendels kyrka in Uppland and Vadstena, Sweden. Naked people are also widely depicted in murals depicting the Last Judgement (e. g. Liepe 2003, 179-191, cf . some grotesque images on pp. 82, 195, 199, 201, 203) . 34 The English 'The Rutland Psalter', see, British Library, Add 62925, fol. 67r; On MS G.24, fol., 25v, see: http://ica.themorgan.org/manuscript/page/37/76974. For comparable Swedish images, see Myrdal, Melin and Ferm 2006, 96-97 , and possibly some other images, as mentioned in fn.
35.
35 See GKS 3274 a 4to, 110 v.; this is an illumination, rather than a marginalium. In law book manuscripts, images of people with bare bottoms are likely to depict references to individual laws, or punishment. In some cases, the actual punishment is shown, e. g. where an authoritative figure is shown to beat another figure on its bare bottom, or in a more symbolic way, where the 'shit' (represented by dots) has been beaten out of the sinner or the criminal (cf. "att piska skiten ur någon", Myrdal, Melin and Ferm 2006, 149) . Some different examples of this can be found in the Swedish law book B 147 in Kungliga Biblioteket, Stockholm, written in 1436-37 (Myrdal, Melin and Ferm 2006, 78-78 (fol. 41 v) , 140-143 (fols. 80v and 81v), 148-149 (fol. 88v), 158-159 (fol. 102v) and 178-179 (fol. 116v)). According to this, the image in GKS 3274 a 4to might represent a punishment that has already taken place; the symbolic shit represented by three dots at the left side of the the convict, has been beaten out of him. 36 See GKS 1005 fol., 3vb (1387-95); this is an illumination, rather than a marginalium (cf. Glauser 2000, 157) . See also AM 147 4to, 8v, 22v, 24r and 81v, and AM 431 12mo, 14v. comparable features were not represented in earlier art, for example in the margins of the famous tapestry from Bayeux, made in the 11th century, where naked people, men and women, in various postures, are depicted. Also noticeable on this remarkable piece of art, are female centaurs, or hybrids of women and animals, along with different kinds of animals and fabulous creatures (Ney 2004, 398-414) .
Like the Bayeux Tapestry, the manuscript illuminations are of special interest here, as many of the grotesque images are to be found in the margins. While it is not obvious what role they may have had in connection to the more serious and sublime content of the manuscripts, it has been suggested, that marginal art, influenced by the grotesque and/or carnivalesque, might have " […] served to legitimate the status quo" in the manuscripts, "[…] chastising the weaker groups in the social order, such as women and ethnic and social minorities" (Camille 1992, 143) . This could also explain why animals and all kinds of creatures, "[…] lower than man in the medieval order of things" were drawn on the margins (ibid. 47).
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In this sense, the grotesque marginalia could include or make space for earthly figures giving expression to earthly urges and bodily needs, which could again reflect a new perspective on the texts, imbuing them with deeper or alternative meaning (ibid. 107; Ney 2004, 410; Glauser 2000, 148-155) . Here, we might for example return to the dancing figures from De la Gardie 11 as extending the world of the manuscript, by giving it physical factors, a sense of fun, in addition to the learned knowledge of the text. In a similar vein, we could see how the murals are bound to balance the spiritual atmosphere within the churches by giving it a more mundane aspect. In general, art work of this kind has been defined and/or discussed as 'marginal art' (Benton 2000, 161-163) .
The ideology behind marginal art conforms to the grotesque, carnivalesque culture of the middle ages, where the world was sometimes turned upside-down in order to lower the sublime, and elevate the everyday. One of the main representations of this culture was the grotesque body, with focus on the "lower" and inferior body parts and bodily needs, making these explicit. Comic figures, such as jugglers, fools, giants and dwarfs, were highlighted (Bakhtin 1984, 4, 19, 26, 81, 316-317) . Therefore, 'monsters' and other fabulous creatures of art and literature are usually grotesque in nature, and are found along with certain animals in realms that are outside the human (see Kayser 1981, 181-182) and are consequently depicted in the margin. The ideology behind the grotesque nature of marginalia, or other forms of marginal art, can easily be transferred to literary texts, the 'marginalia' taking the form of scribal comments, made outside the text proper, usually at the end of the sagas. Here, we might, for example, mention the Icelandic romance Vilmundar saga viðutan from c. 14th century, with these remarkable finishing lines about the heroine Öskubuska (The Ashen Maiden): "[…] allir þeir sem eigi eru suo rikir at þeir eigi kongi uorum skatt at giallda. þa kyssi þeir á razen á Auskubusku" ([…] all those who are not so wealthy that they pay tax to our king, are to kiss Oskubuska on the behind) (Loth 1964, 201) . Just like the marginalia, this comment demarcates the text, while at the same time it is situated outside the actual narrative.
It could be worth asking if images of trolls in the late medieval fornaldarsögur, focusing on the behind, or the bottom, in a reminiscent way to the marginal comment in Vilmundar saga viðutan, and marginal art in a wider context, might serve a similar purpose? -i. e. to 'balance' the text, resulting in a world view that is broad enough to include the high and the low, the superior and the inferior, the virtues and the vices, the intellectual and the uneducated, the civilized and the barbaric, the serious and the trivial, and literally, the top and the bottom? If we believe that this might indeed be the role of the trolls, and their grotesque descriptions, we might as well say that the trolls are a kind of marginalia within the text itself, the literary work. Just like the dancing figures in the margins of De la Gardie 11, they provide us with an unexpected connection to the mundane; to the grotesque perspectives and the basic needs and behaviour of the human body. By assuming that the fornaldarsögur were, just like certain forms of contemporary medieval art, the ideal forum for a world view that seeks for a balance, we can see how the trolls contribute to that balance, just like the marginalia that tend to introduce aspects of a larger world into the entity of the manuscript. The maids in Möttuls saga and Skikkjurímur, just as the comic and laughable trolls in the fornaldarsögur, are therefore not only to be seen as representatives of social norms, but also as pure and carnivalesque entertainment, balancing the world of the sagas (Bakhtin 1984, 11, 14, 395) . Like monsters in general, they are "continually linked to forbidden practices, in order to normalize" (Cohen 1996, 16 ) the world, as represented in the literature.
As a result we may conclude by saying that trolls -and especially their clothing -are anything but simple; they are, or can be, loaded with semiotic connotations that give the text a deeper layer of meaning, a symbolic sub-story that enriches the literature, and makes it even more interesting. How much less entertaining the world of the fornaldarsögur would be without the trolls, and how much less meaningful the trolls would be without their short and shrivelled skin cloaks.
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